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When you decide to buy your first guitar (or your fifth), it can be tough to 

know where to start. There are so many guitars on the market. How do you 

choose the best one without emptying your wallet?

We’re here to help. Our expert editors recommend the best acoustic and 

electric guitars for you - whether you’re just starting out or want to step up 

to the next level. Click any link in this guide to learn more and buy your very 

own guitar.

Don’t forget the accessories: make your sound as unique as you are with the 

best guitar pedals in a variety of types. If you want the best online guitar 

courses to improve your playing, we also have you covered there. Let’s dive 

in so you can get back to playing!

The Best Guitars & Gear Reviewed

Founded in 2018, GuitarLessons.org offers expert lessons, gear reviews, and 

helpful tips to make you a better guitar player. The site brings together 

experienced guitar teachers to make the process of learning how to play 

guitar easy and enjoyable. Find helpful articles, chord diagrams, in-depth gear 

reviews, and more at www.guitarlessons.org.

About GuitarLessons.org

Disclosures

We are a professional review site supported by our readers. When you click a link 

from this guide and make a purchase, we may receive a commission (at no extra 

cost to you).

Prices are correct as of the time of publication. All product names, logos, brands, 

trademarks and registered trademarks are property of their respective owners. All 

company, product and service names used in this website are for identification 

purposes only. Use of these names, trademarks and brands does not imply 

endorsement. © 2022 Formula 77

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
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We’re impressed by Guitareo’s huge library of lessons and easy to follow 

instruction. They offer a 10 level, step-by-step curriculum with video lessons & 

exercises. That’s on-demand access to 85+ courses and 1000+ lessons so 

there’s always something new to learn. We also like their personal support 

from their in-house team of professional guitarists through video reviews, live 

lessons, and Q&A sessions.

Start Free Trial

Guitareo

There’s much to like about GuitarTricks. The simple, easily navigated website 

makes it easy to find the best guitar lessons for you. Neat categories let you 

hone in on your favorite style, instructor, or level of complexity. Having the 

lessons divided into neat sections gives you a structured and efficient 

learning experience. Combined with the looping and slow-motion features, 

they give you a customized learning curve.

Try It Free

Guitar Tricks

Read Full Review

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://guitareo.sjv.io/c/3515861/1276318/14650
https://www.guitartricks.com/?a_aid=628fb82c5172b
https://www.guitarlessons.org/courses/guitar-tricks-review/
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While JamPlay’s selection of full song lessons is smaller and more biased 

toward certain genres, the ace up their sleeve is a more elaborate video lesson 

format with more angles and playback options to give you more control over 

each lesson. In addition to full song tutorials, you’ll also find lots of lessons on 

specific techniques, guitar maintenance, songwriting, and gear suggestions.

Sign Up

JamPlay

Read Full Review

We think Fender Play is a great choice for even the most absolute beginners. 

The program features a ton of guitar instruction. Hours of technique, songs, 

tones, and chord videos. We liked how the techniques section covers 

concepts and techniques. Plus, there are pages and pages of songs to learn, 

all complete with video lessons and tabs.

Start Free Trial

Fender Play

Read Full Review

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
http://prf.hn/click/camref:1101lpW8f
https://www.guitarlessons.org/courses/jamplay-review/
https://prf.hn/click/camref:1011l4cSo
https://www.guitartricks.com/?a_aid=628fb82c5172b
https://www.guitarlessons.org/courses/fender-play-review/
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If you want a low budget guitar, this could be the perfect fit. This guitar looks 

great with a solid spruce top. The sides are made of laminated nato, instead of 

a standard mahogany. The quality is similar, but much less expensive. The 

fretboard is standard rosewood. It’s perfect for those who want to try playing 

without breaking the bank.

Jasmine S35 Acoustic Guitar

If you want a low budget guitar, this could be the perfect fit. This guitar looks 

great with a solid spruce top. The sides are made of laminated nato, instead of 

a standard mahogany. The quality is similar, but much less expensive. The 

fretboard is standard rosewood. It’s perfect for those who want to try playing 

without breaking the bank.

Fender FA-100 Beginner Acoustic Guitar

This guitar, and the FG series as a whole, are known for being reliable. The 

FG800, in particular, features a spruce top and nato on the back and sides. 

The neck is smooth, making it very comfortable to play. This guitar also comes 

in a variety of colors and features a well-rounded sound, which is unexpected 

for the price. 

Yamaha FG800 Solid Top Acoustic Guitar

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/acoustic-guitars/under-300/
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Taylor is known for their high quality, and expensive guitars. It’s great that 

they are offering a lower priced model. The Big Baby is a 15/16 dreadnought 

sized guitar which is slightly smaller than a full sized. Perfect for those that 

want that dreadnought sound but want a little smaller body. The top is sitka

spruce and the back and sides are sapele.

Taylor Big Baby

This is our top pick for the best dreadnought guitar under $500. It has the 

looks of something you’d see in a honky tonk bar. It is a classic with its 

sunburst color and decorated hummingbird pickguard. It has a solid spruce 

top with mahogany back and sides. It also has a pickup so you can amplify it 

for gigs.

Epiphone Hummingbird Pro

The Martin LX1E features a sitka spruce top with mahogany back and sides. It 

carries the Martin name, which means high quality is expected. Being that it 

is closer to our $500 limit, you can expect this guitar to deliver on tone.

Martin X Series LX1E

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/acoustic-guitars/under-500/
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The D-15M is made from solid mahogany all around. This gives it a lot of 

characteristics that musicians can appreciate. The fingerboard is still Indian 

rosewood - a stunning contrast with the dark mahogany. That mahogany wood 

provides an unmatched tone that’s warm and sweet with great projection.

Martin 15 Series D-15M

If you want a high-quality instrument without worrying about your wallet, this 

guitar is a great fit for you. It features a solid spruce top and rosewood on the 

sides and the back. It’s a versatile choice that complements all playing styles. 

The natural glossy finish gives it that classic acoustic look, but the sound quality 

is where this guitar really shines.

Eastman AC422CE Grand Auditorium 

Cutaway Acoustic-Electric Guitar

The Takamine Pro Series 3 P3MC OM Body acoustic guitar is a fantastic choice 

for all musicians. It has a cedar top, a sapele back, and hand-scalloped X 

bracing. Both the cutaway on this guitar and its versatility make playing 

comfortable and easy. It’s an acoustic-electric, offering lots of control and a 

CT4B II preamp system.

Takamine Pro Series 3 P3MC OM 

Body Acoustic

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/acoustic-guitars/under-1500-2/
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A fantastic beginner option in cost and playability is the Epiphone Les Paul 

Standard. It’s modeled after one of the most famous guitars of all time with the 

same spectacular build. It’s a solid mahogany body electric that comes in 

multiple color ways; you’re in good hands with Les Paul.

Epiphone Les Paul Standard

The Fender Telecaster is one of the most distinct guitars on the market. The 

Squier division of Fender is a tad more affordable for a beginner and their 

craftsmanship has only improved over the years. These guitars are stylish with a 

single cutaway. They have multiple color ways available, with more neutral 

tones than Stratocasters. 

Squier FSR Bullet Telecaster

Ibanez is known for being the standard shredding guitar. If you want to bust out 

blazing leads and mind-blowing solos, the Ibanez can be your ticket. The Ibanez 

GIO series is an affordable line of comfortable, playable guitars. These guitars 

rock; Turn up the gain, distortion and listen to this thing wail. 

Ibanez Gio Series GRGR120EX

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/beginner/
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The Stratocaster is the most iconic guitar in music history, and this Squier

Classic Vibe Stratocaster stays true to its Fender family. This Strat comes with an 

Alder body, a 21-fret maple neck and fingerboard. These guitars are extremely 

well made for the price point. They come in multiple different color ways to suit 

your individual style. 

Squier Classic Vibe Stratocaster

Read Full Reviews

This is one of the most iconic electric guitars of all time. Name brands can be 

important as far as quality of the craftsmanship. Pro players know Gibson for 

reputable builds straight out of the factory and post-purchase warranty options. 

The Les Paul Faded model comes with a worn, vintage finish, mahogany body 

and maple neck.

Gibson Les Paul Faded

Read Full Reviews

The Gibson Flying V is one of the most unmistakable instruments in the 

history of music. The Flying V is a modern version of this classic rock guitar. It’s 

built of mahogany with a rosewood fingerboard featuring mother of pearl 

inlay. It’s a lightweight guitar and the cutaway V-body type gives you room to 

comfortably operate. 

Gibson Flying V

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/under-500-2/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/under-1000-3/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/under-1500/
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One of the most talented guitarists to grace the earth, Eric Johnson is a true 

legend who needed a legendary guitar. This Stratocaster is based on a ’57 

model, it has a two piece alder body with a very thin lacquer on the body. Eric 

went through 19 different sets of pickups and wound these to his exact 

preference using new methods he developed.

Fender Eric Johnson Stratocaster

Read Full Reviews

This bass is versatile. The electronics feature both active and passive modes. The 

knobs on the bass allow you to control master volume, bass boost, mid boost, 

treble boost, tone, and bridge/neck blend. There is also a switch to change from 

active to passive mode.

Yamaha TRBX504

Read Full Reviews

This guitar has a PJ pickup configuration that is great for a working musician to 

cover a wide range of tones. The body is ash and the neck is Jatoba and 

Bubinga. The ash body brings a bright and articulate sound out of the bass. It 

comes in 4 different finishes to suit your taste.

Ibanez SR655

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/under-2000-2/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/blues-guitars/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/blues-guitars/
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The soap bar style humbucker will give 

you some serious punch. The 3 band EQ 

will let you sculpt your sound even 

further to your exact liking. The Stingray 

has a maple neck that players claim is 

one of the best necks you can have on a 

bass. It’s a bit of a thick neck which most 

players love for this punchy bass. 

Ernie Ball Music 

Man Stingray

Read Full Reviews

This is a classic. It has the V-mod single coil 

J pickups that provide the deep low end 

you’ve heard on countless tracks. The slim c 

shape neck is 38mm at the nut which feels 

slim and comfortable. It doesn’t have the 

tonal capabilities of some of the other 

basses on this list, but it’s still versatile.

Fender American 

Professional Jazz Bass

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/blues-guitars/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/blues-guitars/
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Designed for one of the foremost metal guitarists of all time, this is one of the 

best metal guitars on the market. The core of its powerful metal tone is the set 

of pickup. Two Seymour Duncan Hot Rail ceramic humbuckers give a loud and 

rich signal. There’s also a JB Jr pickup in the middle for extra versatility.

Fender Dave Murray Stratocaster

This was among the first dedicated metal guitars back in the mid-80s. The 

main reason for its popularity may be the extra-thin Wizard neck and the fast 

playability it offers. Another factor is the Floyd Rose tremolo. All that fast 

fretting and whammy action would be wasted on sub-par pickups, so you’ll 

be glad about the formidable set on the RG550

Ibanez RG550 

Many of the best metal guitars are signature models. An alder body with a 

maple neck is pretty standard, but the ultra-thin U-profile neck has 24 

extra-jumbo frets. If you struggle to fit your fingers on standard frets, this is 

an ideal choice.

ESP LTD KH-602 Kirk Hammet 

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/metal-guitars/
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The Fender Telecaster is a legend that you’ve seen in 

the hands of world-class guitarists of every genre. In 

the world of jazz, it’s the most popular solid body 

electric guitar. Famous players include Ted Greene, 

John Scofield, and Bill Frisell. It’s the sophisticated 

tone and easy fretting that make it one of the best 

jazz guitars.

Fender Standard Telecaster

Read Full Reviews

Originally a somewhat fancy jazz guitar, the Les 

Paul quickly became a popular all-rounder and 

saw great use in blues and rock. The Epiphone Les 

Paul Standard costs a fraction of a Gibson Les 

Paul. The two classic Alnico humbuckers give you 

a growly, nuanced sound with a thick sustain that 

you can adjust to perfection with the extensive 

controls. Despite its low price, this is a real 

mahogany guitar with quality components.

Epiphone Les Paul Standard

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/jazz-guitars/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/electric-guitars/blues-guitars/
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MXR has created the best boost pedal as it has the best sound but is also great 

value. If you are looking for a pedal to give your solos a presence at the crucial 

time then this is an excellent option. Preset the gain then add it to the sound 

when you feel as though your sound needs that extra boost.

Boost Pedal

MXR M133 Micro Amp

Read Full Reviews

You’ll find it difficult to beat a BOSS and they have reached the summit again, 

making the best EQ pedal overall. It might not be the flashiest but in terms of 

value and customization, it performs to a high standard. The seven bands of EQ 

range are easy to tweak with increments of plus or minus 15 dB per band.

EQ Pedal

BOSS Seven-Band Graphic Equalizer 

Guitar Pedal (GE-7)

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-boost-pedals/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-eq-pedals/
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To clean your sound you need a reliable product but you might want to do so 

without having to dip too deep into your pedal piggy bank. This BOSS noise 

gate pedal is the best on the market in terms of value and performance as it 

reduces the hum from your guitar and suppresses the bass left over when you 

don’t need it.

Noise Gate Pedal

BOSS NS-2 Noise Suppressor/Power 

Supply Pedal

Read Full Reviews

There is enough customization in this pedal to make it capable of shaping your 

sound in a variety of ways whilst delivering a plus and minus octave range of up 

to three. You also want to be able to tailor the transposition interval which is 

what you get here in 11 increments via the shift knob.

Octave Pedal

Electro-Harmonix Pitch Fork Guitar Pitch 

Effect Pedal

Read Full Reviews

Volume Pedal

BOSS Volume Pedal
For a straight-up pure volume pedal that doesn’t have any unnecessary tricks 

up its sleeve, this is the best option out there. The aluminum die-cast body is 

sturdy ensuring it can last a long time and the smooth pedal movement puts 

you in control.

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-noise-gate-pedals/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-octave-pedals/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-volume-pedal/
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Chorus Pedal

Boss Waza Craft Chorus Guitar Pedal
Chorus was the original BOSS pedal back in the ‘70s and for a lush shimmer, it 

is near impossible to beat. It is a combination of their CE-1 and CE-2 pedals 

that offers chorus and vibrato sections for a rich sound. You can make the 

most of either of these sought-after sounds and adjust the rate of the chorus 

and the depth.

Read Full Reviews

Read Full Reviews

Tremolo Pedal

Boss TR-2 Tremolo Guitar Pedal
Not only is this pedal easy to use but you can get a lot out of the simple 

controls. With wave and rate control you can tweak the awesome wobble 

sounds then use the depth knob to give your sound body.

This versatile pedal offers three different flanger styles so you can switch 

between classic, thru-zero, and shadow flange, the highly resonant setting. 

These can be changed at the flick of the small switch and each one can be 

adjusted with the four control knobs for depth, speed, delay, and resonance.

Flanger Pedal

Source Audio SA240 Mercury Flanger

Effect Pedal

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-chorus-pedals-2/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-teemolo-pedals/
https://imp.i114863.net/c/3515861/789347/11319?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sweetwater.com%2F%2Fstore%2Fdetail%2FTR2--boss-tr-2-tremolo-pedal
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-flanger-pedals/
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This pedal has a warm sound and a good range to play with. It mixes good value 

with functionality as it has the more dramatic swoosh sounds as well as those 

understated phaser notes to bulk out your sound. It can be used with a 

multitude of instruments with everything from guitars to keys, bass, and strings.

Phaser Pedal

MXR M101 Phase 90 Guitar Effects Pedal

Read Full Reviews

This is BOSS’s most advanced delay pedal offering 12 delay modes so you can 

play with everything from vintage, analog, shimmer, to a modern sound. The 

LCD makes it easy to navigate between the various settings and patch 

memories.

Delay Pedal

BOSS Digital Delay Guitar Pedal, 

Standard (DD-500)

Read Full Reviews

We recommend this beast of a wah pedal as it is the most durable and offers a 

sound. You can plug it in via an adapter or a battery so it is easy to make it 

follow you across the stage and the pleasant treble when you push your toes 

down is great, and push your heel down for more bass.

Wah Pedal

Dunlop GCB95 Cry Baby Wah Guitar 

Effects Pedal

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-phaser-pedals/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-delay-pedals-2/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-wah-pedals/
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A versatile and accomplished compressor pedal from Fender with a slick design 

and impressive features. It has a low noise output thanks to the dual internal 

audio path and has a blend control knob so you can choose how much of the 

sound you wish to compress. It features LED-backlit knobs and sturdy 

construction.

Compressor Pedal

Fender The Bends Compressor Pedal

Read Full Reviews

This pedal has a famous sound to go with its classic design. You get to control 

tone, sustain, and volume so it covers all the basics while giving you the choice 

of bypassing the tone. It offers a grainy sound with plenty of crunch although 

you can tone this down to recreate that Smashing Pumpkins-style sound.

Fuzz Pedal

Electro-Harmonix Op-Amp Big Muff Pi 

Fuzz Pedal

Read Full Reviews

Read Full Reviews

Overdrive Pedal

BOSS Super Overdrive Guitar Pedal

This classic pedal offers a warm yet smooth overdriven sound with natural 

distortion. For blues and rock guitarists, this is the ideal pedal for your rig. The 

tone control allows you to find that perfect spot of tube amp growl and 

something a little more subtle than other pedals.

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-compressor-pedals-2/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-fuzz-pedals/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-overdrive-pedals-2/
https://imp.i114863.net/c/3515861/789347/11319?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sweetwater.com%2Fstore%2Fdetail%2FSD1--boss-sd-1-super-overdrive-pedal
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With a vibrant look, it is hard to miss this excellent reverb pedal, and the same 

could be said about the sound. Because of the tone bypass, there is no loss of 

tune and the reverb algorithms used to ensure it gives you realistic yet 

impressive reverb sounds.

Reverb Pedal

TC Electronic Hall of Fame 2 Reverb Pedal

Read Full Reviews

I’ve tried other brands and styles, but I keep coming back to the D’Addario

Phosphor Bronze Lights. While they don’t last as long as coated strings, the 

tone is superior. I usually buy a pack of 3, and I am quick to change the strings if 

they start to feel dull. Also, changing strings is a good way to motivate yourself 

to practice more.

Strings for Acoustic

D’Addario Phosphor Bronze Light

Read Full Reviews

You’ll find that Ernie Ball makes some of the brightest and most beautiful 

sounding strings out there. They are used by artists including Hunter Hayes, 

Sum 41, Maroon 5, Of Mice and Men, Florida Georgia Line, and Bruno Mars. 

Choose from a variety of different gauges from Extra Slinky (thinnest) to Not 

Even Slinky (thickest).

Strings for Electric 

Ernie Ball - Slinky Series

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/pedals/reviews/best-reverb-pedals-2/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/strings/acoustic-3/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/strings/electric/
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Top rated with over 25,000 5-star reviews on Amazon, these are the go-to picks 

for many guitarists. Their shape is comfortable, giving you a smooth striking 

surface and warm tone. Choose the gauge that fits your experience and playing 

style, from Thin to Extra Heavy.

Picks

Fender Premium Celluloid Guitar Picks

Read Full Reviews

A good capo is a must-have for your guitar case. For a capo that looks as 

good as it works, we recommend the WINGO Guitar Capo. It’s easy to use 

without any complicated setup, and works equally well on acoustic and 

electric guitars.

Capo

WINGO Guitar Capo

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/accessories/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/accessories/
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After many hours of playing, your guitar can get grungy with dust and finger 

oils. Keep it looking new with this cleaning kit - it’s gentle on your fretboard and 

polishes nicely. The kit comes with polish for a no-residue shine, lemon oil to 

clean away fingerboard grime, and two cloths.

Guitar Cleaning Kit

Jim Dunlop Body & Fingerboard Cleaning Kit

Read Full Reviews

With 3 different width settings, this versatile and simple stand will fit just about 

any electric or acoustic guitar. Its soft foam arms and back protect your 

instrument, and it folds for travel or storage.

Guitar Stand

Amazon Basics Guitar Folding 

A-Frame Stand

Read Full Reviews

https://www.guitarlessons.org/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/accessories/
https://www.guitarlessons.org/gear/accessories/

